We develop an easy to compute second order interaction removal approximation for pseudo-Boolean functions and use this to define a new approximation and upper and lower bounds for the normalising constant of binary Markov random fields (MRFs). As a by-product of the approximation procedure we obtain also a partially ordered Markov model (POMM) approximation of the MRF.
Introduction
In many applications we find ourselves with probability distributions known only up to an unknown normalising constant. Calculating this normalising constant typically involves high dimensional summation or integration. This is the case for the class of discrete Markov random fields (MRF). A common situation in spatial statistics, for instance, is that we have some unobserved latent field x for which we have noisy observations y. We model x as an MRF with unknown parameters θ for which we want to do inference of some kind. In a Bayesian setting we would adopt a prior for the parameters θ and study the posterior distribution ppθ|yq. A frequentist approach could involve finding a maximum likelihood estimator for our parameters. Without the normalising constant, these become non-trivial tasks.
The work in the article is motivated by the above problem for binary Markov random fields (MRFs). The energy function of a binary MRF is an example of a so called pseudo-Boolean function. In general, a pseudo-Boolean function is a function of the following type, f : t0, 1u n Ñ R. A full representation of a pseudo-Boolean function requires 2 n terms. Finding approximate representations of pseudo-Boolean functions that require fewer coefficients is a well studied field, see Hammer and Holzman (1992) and Grabisch et al. (2000) . In Hammer and Rudeanu (1968) the authors show how any pseudo-Boolean function can be expressed as a binary polynomial in n variables. Tjelmeland and Austad (2012) expressed the energy function of binary MRFs in this manner and by dropping small terms during the variable elimination algorithm constructed an approximate MRF.
Our approach and the main contribution of this paper is to apply and extend approximation theory for pseudo-Boolean function to design an approximate variable elimination algorithm. By approximating the binary polynomial representing the distribution before summing out each variable we get an algorithm less restricted by the dependence structure of the model, thus capable of handling MRFs defined on large lattices and MRFs with larger neighbourhood structures. For the MRF application this approximation defines an approximation to the normalising constant, and as a by-product we also get a partially ordered Markov model (POMM) (Cressie and Davidson, 1998) approximation to the MRF. For the POMM approximation we can calculate the normalising constant and evaluate the likelihood, as well as generate realisations. We also discuss how to modify our approximation strategy to instead get upper and lower bounds for the normalising constant, and how this in turn can be used to construct an interval in which the maximum likelihood estimate must lie. We also discuss another variant of the approach which produces an approximate version of the Viterbi algorithm (Künsch, 2001 ).
There are a number of other techniques that have been proposed to overcome the same problem. The normalising constant can be estimated by running a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm, which can then be combined with various techniques to produce maximum likelihood estimates, see for instance Geyer and Thompson (1995) , Gelman and Meng (1998) and Gu and Zhu (2001) . Other approaches take advantage of the fact that exact sampling can be done, see Møller et al. (2006) . In the present report however, we focus on the class of deterministic methods, where deterministic in this setting is referring to that repeating the estimation process yields the same estimate. In Reeves and Pettitt (2004) the authors devise a computationally efficient algorithm for handling so called general factorisable models of which MRFs are a common example. This algorithm, which we refer to from here on as the variable elimination algorithm, grants a large computational saving in calculating the normalising constant by exploiting the factorisable structure of the models. For MRFs defined on a lattice this allows for calculation of the normalising constant on lattices with up to around 20 rows for models with first order neighbourhoods. In Friel and Rue (2007) and Friel et al. (2009) the authors construct approximations for larger lattices by doing computations for a number of sub-lattices using the algorithm in Reeves and Pettitt (2004) .
The article has the following layout. In Section 2 we define pseudo-Boolean functions and give a number of approximation theorems for this function class. Thereafter, in Section 3 we introduce binary MRFs and the variable elimination algorithm, and in Section 4 we apply the approximation theorems for pseudoBoolean functions to define our approximative variable elimination algorithm for binary MRFs. In Section 5 we define a modified variant of the approximate variable elimination algorithm through which we obtain upper and lower bounds for the normalising constant of a binary MRF, and we discuss how to modify the approximation algorithm to obtain an approximate version of the Viterbi algorithm. We briefly discuss some implementation issues in Section 6, and in Section 7 we empirically evaluate the quality of the approximation and upper and lower bounds. In Section 8 we discuss how the bounds can be used to construct an interval in which the maximum likelihood estimate must lie, and finally in Section 9 we provide closing remarks.
Pseudo-Boolean functions
In this section we introduce the class of pseudo-Boolean functions and discuss various aspects of approximating pseudo-Boolean functions partly based on results of Hammer and Holzman (1992) and Grabisch et al. (2000) .
Definition and notation
Let x " px 1 , . . . , x n q P Ω " t0, 1u n be a vector of binary variables and let N " t1, . . . , nu be the corresponding list of indices. Then for any subset Λ Ď N we associate an incidence vector x of length n whose kth element is 1 if k P Λ and 0 otherwise. We refer to an element of x, x k , as being "on" if it has value 1 and "off" if it is 0. A pseudo-Boolean function f , of dimension dimpf q " n, is a function that associates a real value to each vector, x P t0, 1u n , i.e f : t0, 1u n Ñ R. Hammer and Rudeanu (1968) showed that any pseudo-Boolean function can be expressed uniquely as a binary polynomial,
where β Λ are real coefficients which we refer to as interactions. We define the degree of f , degpf q as the degree of the polynomial. In general the representation of a function in this manner requires 2 n coefficients. In some cases one or more β Λ might be zero and in this case a reduced representation of the pseudo-Boolean function can be defined by excluding some or all the terms in the sum in (1) where β Λ " 0. Thus we get,
where S is a set of subsets of N at least containing all Λ Ď N for which β Λ ‰ 0. We then say that f pxq is represented on S. Moreover, we say that our representation of f is dense if for all Λ P S, all subsets of Λ are also included in S. The minimal dense representation of f is thereby (2) with,
Throughout this report we restrict the attention to dense representations of pseudo-Boolean functions. We also need notation for some subsets of S and Ω. For λ P S we define S λ " tΛ P S : λ Ď Λu, the set of all interactions that include λ. For example if n " 3 and S " tH, t1u, t2u, t3u, t1, 2u, t1, 3u, t2, 3u, t1, 2, 3uu, we have S t1,2u " tt1, 2u, t1, 2, 3uu. Equivalently for the set Ω, for λ P S we define Ω λ " tx P Ω :
x k " 1, @k P λu, the set of all states x where x k are on for all k P λ. For the same S as above we have for instance Ω t1,2u " tp1, 1, 0q, p1, 1, 1qu. We will use also the complements of these two subsets, S c λ " SzS λ and Ω c λ " ΩzΩ λ . Lastly we define S 0 λ " tΛ P S : λ X Λ " Hu and Ω 0 λ " tx P Ω : x k " 0, @k P λu. If we think of the sets S λ and Ω λ as the sets where λ is on, then S 0 λ and Ω 0 λ are the sets where λ is off. Again, using the same example S as above we have for instance S 0 t1,2u " tH, 3u and Ω 0 t1,2u " tt0, 0, 0u, t0, 0, 1uu. Note that in general S c λ ‰ S 0 λ and equivalently Ω c λ ‰ Ω 0 λ .
Approximating pseudo-Boolean functions
For a general pseudo-Boolean function, the number of possible interactions in our representation grows exponentially with the dimension n. It is therefore natural to ask if we can find an approximate representation which requires less memory. We could choose some setS Ď S to define our approximation, thus choosing which interactions to retain,S, and which to remove, SzS. For a giveñ S our interest lies in the best such approximation according to some criterion. We define AStf pxqu "f pxq " ř ΛPSβ Λ ś kPΛ x k as the operator which returns the approximation that, for some given approximation setS, minimises the error sum of squares (SSE),
We find the best approximation by taking partial derivatives with respect toβ λ for all λ PS and setting these expressions equal to zero. This gives us a system of linear equations,
Existence and uniqueness of a solution is assured since we have |S| unknown variables and the same number of linearly independent equations. IfS Ě S the best approximation is clearly the function itself,f pxq " f pxq.
It is common practice in statistics and approximation theory in general to approximate higher order terms by lower order terms. A natural way to design an approximation would be to letS include all interactions of degree less than or equal to some value k. In Hammer and Holzman (1992) the authors focus on approximations of this type and proceed to show how the resulting system of linear equations through clever reorganisation can be transformed into a lower triangular system. They solve this for k " 1 and k " 2 as well as proving a number of useful properties. Grabisch et al. (2000) solve this for general k.
In the present article we consider the situation whereS is a dense subset of S. So if λ PS, then all Λ Ă λ must also be included inS. Clearly the approximation using all interactions up to degree k is a special case of our class of approximations. Our motivation for studying this particular design ofS will become clear as we study the variable elimination algorithm in Section 3. We now give some useful properties of this approximation. The two first theorems are from Hammer and Holzman (1992) . Theorem 1. The above approximation AStf pxqu is a linear operator, i.e. for any constants a, b P R and pseudo-Boolean functions gpxq and hpxq represented on S, we have that AStagpxq`bhpxqu " aAStgpxqu`bASthpxqu.
Theorem 2. Assume we have two approximations of f pxq, AStf pxqu and AStf pxqu, such thatS ĎS Ď S. Then ASrAStf pxqus " AStf pxqu.
Proofs can be found in Hammer and Holzman (1992) and in Austad (2011) . Since each interaction term in a pseudo-Boolean function is a pseudo-Boolean function in itself, Theorem 1 is important because it means that we can approximate a pseudo-Boolean function by approximating each of the interaction terms involved in the function individually. Also, since the best approximation of a pseudo-Boolean function is itself, we only need to worry about how to approximate the interaction terms we want to remove. Theorem 2 shows that a sequential scheme for calculating the approximation is possible.
Next we give two theorems characterising the properties of the error introduced by the approximation.
Theorem 3. Assume again that we have two approximations of f pxq, AStf pxqu and AStf pxqu, such thatS ĎS Ď S. Lettingf pxq " AStf pxqu andf pxq "
AStf pxqu, we then have SSEpf,f q " SSEpf,f q`SSEpf ,f q.
Theorem 4. Given a pseudo-Boolean function f pxq and an approximationf pxq constructed as described, the error sum of squares can be written as,
Proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 are in Appendices A and B, respectively. Note that Theorem 4 tells us that the error can be expressed as a sum over the β's that we remove when constructing our approximation. Note also the special case whereS " Szλ for some λ P S, i.e we remove only one interaction
With these theorems in hand we can go from S toS by removing all nodes in SzS. Theorems 1 and 2 allow us to remove these interactions sequentially one at a time. We start by removing the interaction (or one of, in the case of several) β λ , λ P Sz r S with highest degree and approximate it by the set containing all Λ Ă λ. In other words, if the interaction has degree k " |λ| we design the k´1 order approximation of that interaction term. Grabisch et al. (2000) gives us the expression for this,
We then proceed by removing one interaction at a time until we reach the set of interest,S. The approximation error in one step of this procedure is given by (7) and the total approximation error is given as the sum of the errors in each of the approximation steps.
Second order interaction removal
In this section we discuss pseudo-Boolean function approximation for a specific choice ofS, which is of particular interest for the variable elimination algorithm. We show how we can construct a new way of solving the resulting system of equations and term this approximation the second order interaction removal (SOIR) approximation. For i, j P N , i ‰ j and ti, ju P S, assume we haveS " S c ti,ju . In other words we want to remove all interactions involving both i and j and approximate these by lower order interactions. To find this approximation we could of course proceed as in the previous section, sequentially removing one interaction at the time until we reach our desired approximation. However, the following theorem gives explicit expressions for both the approximation and the associated error.
Theorem 5. Assume we have a pseudo-Boolean function f pxq represented on a dense set S. For i, j P N , i ‰ j and ti, ju P S, the least squares approximation of f pxq onS " S c ti,ju is given bỹ
whereβ Λ for Λ PS is given as
The associated approximation error is
A proof is given in Appendix C. Clearly, the approximation solution of this theorem corresponds to the solution we would get using the sequential scheme discussed above, but (10) is much faster to calculate and the above theorem has the advantage of giving us a nice explicit expression for the error. Note that the absolute value of the parenthesis outside the sum in (11) is always 1 4 and thus the absolute value of f pxq´f pxq does not depend on x i or x j . We thereby get the following expression for the error sum of squares,
Upper and lower bounds for pseudo-Boolean functions
In this section we construct upper and lower bounds for pseudo-Boolean functions. We denote the upper and lower bounds by f U pxq and f L pxq, respectively, i.e. we require f L pxq ď f pxq ď f U pxq for all x P Ω. Just like for the SOIR approximationf pxq, we require that all interactions involving both i and j are removed from f U pxq and f L pxq. Using the expression for the SOIR approximation error in (11) we have
The terms that are constant or linear in x i and x j can be kept unchanged in f U pxq and f L pxq, whereas we need to find bounds for the interaction part
As x j P t0, 1u, an upper bound for gpxq which is linear in x i and constant as a function of x j is
, .
-.
An upper bound which is linear x j and constant as a function of x i is correspondingly found by using that x i P t0, 1u. Moreover, any convex linear combination of these two bounds is also a valid upper bound for gpxq. Similar reasoning for a lower bound produces the same type of expressions, except that the max operators are replaced by min operators. The bounds defined above are clearly valid upper and lower bounds, and by construction they have no interactions involving both i and j. However, in the next section we need to find the canonical forms, given by (2), of the bounds and then the computational complexity of constructing these representations is important. Focusing on the bound in (15), the max function is a function of d ij " |tΛ P S ti,ju : |Λ| " 3u variables, so we need to compute the values of 2 d ij interaction coefficients. This is computationally feasible only if d ij is small enough. If d ij is too large we need to consider computationally cheaper, and coarser, bounds. To see how this can be done, first note that for any r P N zti, ju and ti, j, ru P S ti,ju we have S ti,j,ru Ă S ti,ju and thereby the gpxq defined in (14) can alternatively be expressed as
An alternative upper bound can then be defined by following a similar strategy as above, but for each of the two terms in (16) separately. This gives the upper bound
-(17)
-, and the corresponding lower bound is again given by the same type of expression except that the max operators are replaced by min operators. One should note that the canonical form of the bound in (17) can be found for each max term separately. Moreover, as both max terms in (17) are functions of strictly less than d ij variables the computational complexity of finding the canonical representation of the bound in (17) is smaller than the complexity of the corresponding operation for the bound in (15). However, for one or both of the max functions in (17), the task of transforming it into the canonical form may still be too computationally expensive. If so, the process of splitting a sum into a sum of two sums must be repeated. For example, if the first max function is problematic, one needs to locate an s P N zti, j, ru so that ti, j, r, su P S ti,j,ru and the sum over Λ P S ti,j,ru can be split into a sum over Λ P S ti,j,r,su and a sum over Λ P S ti,j,ru zS ti,j,r,su and finding bounds as before. By repeating this process sufficiently many times one will eventually end up with a bound consisting of a sum of max terms that can be transformed to the canonical form in a reasonable computation time.
MRFs and the variable elimination algorithm
In this section we give a short introduction to binary MRFs. In particular we explain how the variable elimination algorithm can be applied to this class of models and point out its computational limitation. For a general introduction to MRFs see Besag (1974) or Cressie (1993) and for more on the connection between binary MRFs and pseudo-Boolean functions see Tjelmeland and Austad (2012) . For more on the variable elimination algorithm and applications to MRFs see Reeves and Pettitt (2004) and Friel and Rue (2007) .
Binary Markov random fields
Assume we have a vector of n binary variables x " tx 1 , . . . , x n u P Ω " t0, 1u n , N " t1, . . . , nu. Let N " tN 1 , . . . , N n u denote a neighbourhood system where N k denotes the set of indices of nodes that are neighbours of node k. As usual we require a symmetrical neighbourhood system, so if i P N j then j P N i , and by convention a node is not a neighbour of itself. Then x is a binary MRF with respect to a neighbourhood system N if ppxq ą 0 for all x P Ω and the full conditionals ppx k |x´kq have the Markov property,
where
A clique Λ is a set Λ Ď N such that for all pairs i, j P Λ we have i P N j . A clique is a maximal clique if it is not a subset of another clique. The set of all maximal cliques we denote by C. The HammersleyClifford theorem (Besag, 1974; Clifford, 1990 ) tells us that we can express the distribution of x either through the full conditionals in (18) or through clique potential functions,
where c is a normalising constant, U Λ px Λ q is a potential function for a clique Λ and x Λ " px i : i P Λq. U pxq is commonly referred to as the energy function.
From the previous sections we know that U pxq is a pseudo-Boolean function and can be expressed as,
where S is defined as in (3). For a given energy function U pxq, Tjelmeland and Austad (2012) show how the interactions β Λ can be calculated recursively by evaluating U pxq. Moreover, Tjelmeland and Austad (2012) show that β Λ " 0 whenever Λ is not a clique. From this we understand that it is important that we represent U pxq on S as defined in (3), and not use the full representation.
The variable elimination algorithm
As always the problem when evaluating the likelihood or generating samples from MRFs is that c is a function of the model parameters and in general unknown. Calculation involves a sum over 2 n terms,
The variable elimination algorithm (Reeves and Pettitt, 2004; Friel and Rue, 2007) calculates the sum in (21) by taking advantage of the fact that we can calculate this sum more efficiently by factorising the un-normalised distribution. We now cover this recursive procedure. Clearly we can always split the set S into two parts, S tiu and S c tiu where i P N . Thus we can split the energy function in (20) into a sum of two sums,
Note that the first sum contains no interaction terms involving x i . Letting x´i " px 1 , . . . , x i´1 , x i`1 , . . . , x n q, we note that this is essentially equivalent to factorising ppxq " ppx i |x´iq ppx´iq, since
By summing out x i from ppxq we get the distribution of ppx´iq. Taking advantage of the split in (22) we can write this as,
The last sum over x i can be expressed as the exponential of a new binary polynomial, i.e.
where the interactionsβ Λ can be sequentially calculated by evaluating the sum over x i in (25) as described in Tjelmeland and Austad (2012) . Note that this new function is a pseudo-Boolean function potentially of full degree. The number of non-zero interactions in this representation could be up to 2 |N i | . Summing out x i leaves us with a new MRF with a new neighbourhood system. This is the first step in a sequential procedure for calculating the normalising constant c. In each step we sum over one of the remaining variables by splitting the energy function as above. Repeating this procedure until we have summed out all the variables naturally yields the normalising constant. The computational bottleneck for this algorithm occurs when representing the sum in (25). Assume we have summed out variables x 1:i´1 " px 1 , . . . , x i´1 q, have an MRF with a neighbourhood systemŇ " tŇ i , . . . ,Ň n u and want to sum out x i . IfŇ i is too large we run into trouble with the sum corresponding to (25) since this requires us to compute and store up to 2Ň i interaction terms. In models whereŇ i increases as we sum out variables the exponential growth causes us to run into problems very quickly. As a practical example of this consider the Ising model defined on a lattice. Assuming we sum out variables in the lexicographical order, the size of the neighbourhood will grow to the number of rows in our lattice. This thus restricts the number of rows in the lattice to less or equal to 20 for practical purposes.
The approximate variable elimination algorithm
In this section we include the approximation results of Section 2 in the variable elimination algorithm described in the previous section to obtain an approximate, but computationally more efficient variant of the variable elimination algorithm. To create an algorithm that is computationally viable we must seek to control |Ň i | " η i as we sum out variables. If this neighbourhood becomes too large, we run into problems both with memory and computation time. Our idea is to construct an approximate representation of the MRF before summing out each variable. The approximation is chosen so that η i ď ν, where ν is an input to our algorithm. Given a design for the approximation we then want to minimise the error sum of squares of our energy function.
Assume we have an MRF and have (approximately) summed out variables x 1:i´1 , so we currently have an MRF with a neighbourhood structureŇ and energy functionǓ px i:n q " ř
c " ÿ
If η i is too large we run into problems when summing over x i . Our strategy for overcoming this problem is first to create an approximation of the energy functionǓ px i:n q,
We control the size of η i , by designing our approximation setS and thus the new approximate neighbourhoodÑ in such a way that |Ñ i | "η i ď ν. Assuming we can do this, we could construct an approximate variable elimination algorithm where we check the size of the neighbourhood η i before summing out each variable. If this is greater than the given ν we approximate the energy function before summation. This leaves two questions; how do we choose the setS and how do we define the approximation? The two questions are obviously linked, however we start by looking more closely at how we may choose the setS. Our tactic is to reduce η i by one at the time. To do this we need to designS in such a way that i and some node j are no longer neighbours. Doing this is equivalent to requiring all interactionsβ Λ , involving both i and j to be zero. As before we denote the subset of all interactions involving i and j asŠ ti,ju ĎŠ and construct our approximation set as in Section 2.3, definingS "ŠzŠ ti,ju . Our approximation is defined by the equations corresponding to (5) and using the results from Section 2.3, the solution is easily available. We can then imagine a scheme where we reduce η i one at a time until we reach our desired size ν. This leaves the question of how to choose j. One could calculate the SSE for all possibilities of j and choose the value of j that has the minimum SSE. However, this may be computationally very expensive and would in many cases dominate the total computation time of our algorithm. Instead we propose to compute an approximate upper bound for |f pxq´r f pxq| for all values of j and to select the value of j that minimises this approximate bound. We define the approximate bound by first defining a modified version f ‹ pxq of f pxq, where we set all first, second and third order interactions for f ‹ pxq equal to corresponding quantities for f pxq, and set all fourth and higher order interactions for f ‹ pxq equal to zero. We then define the approximate upper bound as the exact upper bound for |f ‹ pxq´r f ‹ pxq|. As f ‹ pxq has no non-zero fourth or higher order interactions upper and lower bounds for f ‹ pxq´r f ‹ pxq can readily be computed. One should note that Theorem 2 means that after reducing η i by η i´ν our approximation is still optimal for the given selection of j's. However, there is no guarantee that our selection of j's is optimal, and it is possible that we could have obtained a better set of j's by looking at the error from reducing η i by more than one at the time.
Using this approximate variable elimination algorithm we can define a corresponding approximate model through a product of the approximate conditional distributions,p pxq "ppx 1 |x 2:n q . . .ppx n´1 |x n qppx n q,
which is a POMM (Cressie and Davidson, 1998) . One of the aspects we wish to investigate in the results section is to what extent this distribution can mimic some of the attributes of the original MRF. Clearly, to sample fromppxq is easy via a backward pass, first simulating x n fromppx n q, thereafter simulating x n´1 fromppx n´1 |x n q and so on. One should note that two versions (28) can be defined. The first version is obtained by taking r ppx i |x i`1:n q to be the resulting conditional distribution after we have (approximately) summed out x 1:i´1 . In r ppx i |x i`1:n q we then have no guarantee for how many of the elements in x i`1:n the variable x i really depends on, and it may be computationally expensive to compute the normalising constant of this conditional distribution for all values of x i`1:n . The alternative is to let r ppx i |x i`1:n q be the resulting conditional distribution after one has both (approximately) summed out x 1:i´1 and done the necessary approximations so that x i is linked with at most ν of the elements in x i`1:n . Then we know that x i is linked to at most ν of the variables in x i`1:n in the conditional distribution also, and we have an upper limit for the computational complexity of computing the normalising constant in the conditional distributions. Which of the two versions of r ppxq one should use depends on what one intends to use r ppxq for. One would expect the first version to be the best approximation of ppxq, but for some applications it may be computationally infeasible. 7.
Bounds and alternative marginalisation operations
In this section we consider some variations of the approximate algorithm defined above. We fist discuss how the results in Section 2.4 can be used to modify the procedure to get upper and lower bounds for the normalising constant. Thereafter we consider how approximations (or bounds) for some other quantities can be found by replacing the summation operation in the above algorithm with alternative marginalisation operations.
Bounds for the normalising constant
The approximate value for the normalising constant, c, found by the algorithm in Section 4 comes without any measure of precision. Using the results of Section 2.4 we can modify the algorithm described above and instead find upper or lower bounds for c.
Our point of origin for finding a bound c L (or c U ) such that c L ď c (or c U ě c) is the approximate variable elimination algorithm described in the previous section. An iteration of this algorithm consists of two steps. First the energy function is replaced by an approximate energy function and, second, we sum over the chosen variable. To construct an upper or lower bound we simply change the first step. Instead of replacing the energy function by an approximation we replace it with a lower (or upper) bound. To define such a bound we adopt the strategy discussed in Section 2.4. Letting x i denote the next variable to sum over, we first have to decide which second order interaction to remove, i.e. the value of j in Section 2.4. For this we follow the same strategy as for the approximate variable elimination algorithm discussed above. Then we use the bound in (15) whenever d ij ď ν, where d ij is as defined in Section 2.3 and ν is the same input parameter to the algorithm as in Section 4. If d ij ą ν we use a coarser bound as discussed in Section 4. In the definition of these coarser bounds it remains to specify how to choose the value of r in (17), and if necessary also the value of s and so forth. For definiteness we here describe how we select the value of r, but follow the same strategy for all such choices. For the choice of r we adopt a similar strategy as for j in Section 4, but now include all interactions up to order four in the definition of f ‹ pxq. When selecting a value for s we include in f ‹ pxq interactions up to order five and so fourth.
Alternative marginalisation operations
The exact variable elimination algorithm finds the normalising constant of an MRF by summing over each variable in turn. As also discussed in Cowell et al. (2007) for the junction tree algorithm, other quantities of interest can be found by replacing the summation operation by alternative marginalisation operations. Two quantities of particular interest in our setting is to find the state x which maximises U pxq, and to compute moments of x. In the following we first consider the maximisation problem and thereafter the computation of moments
Maximisation
By replacing the summation over x i in the exact variable elimination algorithm with a maximisation over x i , the algorithm returns the maximal value of exptU pxqu over x P Ω. By a following backward scan it is also possible to find the value of x which maximises exptU pxqu. The forward and backward passes are together known as the Viterbi (1967) algorithm. Just as summation over x i becomes computationally infeasible if the number of neighbours to node i is too large, the maximisation over x i is also computationally infeasible in this situation.
To see how to construct an approximate Viterbi algorithm, recall that our approximate variable elimination algorithm consists of two steps in each iteration. First to approximate the energy function and then to sum over a variable. To get an approximate Viterbi algorithm we simply replace the second step, so instead of summing over a variable we take the maximum over that variable. Note that a lower or upper bound for exptU pxqu can be found by replacing the approximation with a lower or upper bound as discussed in Section 5.1.
Moments
Consider the problem of computing a moment Etψpxqu, where x is distributed according to an MRF ppxq, and ψpxq is a given function of x P Ω. Inserting the expression for ppxq in (19) we get
Thereby Etψpxqu can be found by running the exact variable elimination algorithm twice, first as described in Section 3.2 to find c and thereafter with the energy function redefined as U pxq`ln ψpxq to find the sum in (29). In general the computational complexity of the second run of the variable elimination algorithm is much higher than for the first run, but if the pseudo-Boolean function ψpxq can be represented on the same set S as the energy function U pxq both runs are of the same complexity. We obtain an approximation to Etψpxqu simply by adopting the approximate variable elimination algorithm instead of the exact one. To obtain a lower (upper) bound for Etψpxqu we can divide a lower (upper) bound for the sum in (29) with an upper (lower) bound for c.
Some implementation issues
When implementing the exact and approximate algorithms discussed above we need to use one (or more) data structure(s) for storing our representation of pseudo-Boolean functions. The operations we need to perform on pseudoBoolean functions fall into two categories. The first is to compute and store all interaction parameters of a given pseudo-Boolean function without any (known) Markov structure. The computation of the interaction parametersβ Λ defined by (25) is of this form, and so is the corresponding operation for the max terms in (15) and (17). When doing this type of operations we are simply numbering all the interaction parameters in some order and storing their values in a vector. The values are then fast to assess and the necessary computations can be done efficiently. The second type of operation we need to do on a pseudo-Boolean function consists of operations on functions defined as in (2), functions for which a lot of the interaction parameters are zero. The approximation operation defined in Theorem 5 is of this type. We then need to adopt a data structure which stores an interaction parameter β Λ only if Λ P S. We use a directed acyclic graph (DAG) for this, where we have one node for each Λ P S and a node λ P S is a child of another node Λ P S if and only if λ " Λ Y tiu for some i P N Ă Λ. An illustration for N " t1, 2, 3, 4u and S " tH, t1u, t2u, t3u, t4u, t1, 2u, t1, 3u, t2, 3u, t1, 2, 3uu is shown in Figure  1 . The value of β Λ is stored in the node Λ, and the arrows in the figure are represented as pointers. To assess the value of an interaction parameter β Λ in this data structure we need to follow the pointers from the root to node Λ. This is clearly less efficient than in the vector representation discussed above, but this is the cost one has to pay to reduce the memory requirements. One should also note that such a DAG representation is very convenient when computing
Figure 1: The directed acyclic graph used to represent a pseudo-Boolean function represented on S " tH, t1u, t2u, t3u, t4u, t1, 2u, t1, 3u, t2, 3u, t1, 2, 3uu.
the approximation defined by Theorem 5. What one needs to do is first to clip out the subgraph which corresponds to S ti,ju . Thereafter one should traverse that subgraph and for each node in the subgraph add the required quantity to three interaction parameters in the remaining DAG, as specified by (10).
Empirical evaluation
In this section we present the results of a number of simulation exercises we have done to evaluate the quality of the approximations and bounds.
Models
In the empirical evaluation we consider two classes of MRFs. The first class is the Ising model (Besag, 1986 ). The energy function can then be expressed as
where the sum is over all first order neighbourhood pairs, θ is a model parameter, and Ipx i " x j q is the indicator function and takes value 1 if x i " x j and 0 otherwise. We present results for θ " 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and´lnp ? 2´1q, where the last value is the critical value in the infinite lattice case. Representing U pxq as a binary polynomial is done by recursively calculating the first and second order interactions, for details see Tjelmeland and Austad (2012) .
In the second class of MRFs we assume a third order neighbourhood. Then each node sufficiently far away from the borders has 12 neighbours and there exists two types of maximal cliques, see Figure 2 . In contrast to the Ising model this model includes interactions of higher order than two, and we denote it the higher-order MRF. For the two types of maximal cliques we adopt potential functions that are invariant under rotation, reflection and when interchanging 0 and 1. With these restrictions the potential functions for the 2ˆ2 and five node maximal cliques can take four and six values, respectively. We define two models of this type and the potentials for the various clique configurations are given in Figure 3 . A realisation from each of the models, generated by Gibbs sampling, is shown in Figure 4 .
Evaluation results
In this section we first consider the quality of the approximation of the normalising constant c and the corresponding bounds. Thereafter we evaluate how well r ppxq defined in Section 4 approximates the corresponding ppxq. We first compute the approximate normalising constant r c and the correModel 1 Model 2 Figure 4 : Realisations from the two higher-order MRF models on a 100ˆ100 lattice, generated by Gibbs sampling. Potential functions for the models are defined in Figure 3 . The upper row shows the approximation lnpr cq (solid) and the corresponding upper and lower bounds lnpc U q and lnpc L q (dashed) for ν " 8, . . . , 18, and the lower row shows lnpc U q´lnpc L q for ν " 1 to 18. sponding upper and lower bounds c U and c L for ν " 1, 2, . . . , 18 for each of our four θ values in the Ising model. The results are presented in Figure 5 . The upper row shows the approximation lnpr cq together with the bounds lnpc L q and lnpc U q for ν " 8 to 18, whereas the lower row shows lnpc U q´lnpc L q for ν " 1 to 18. For a given value of ν, computation of an approximation takes about the same time for all values of θ, and computation of a bound takes about the same time as evaluating the corresponding approximation. The computation time for one evaluation as a function of ν is shown in Figure 6 (a). Figure 7 shows similar results for the higher-order MRF models, again for a 100ˆ100 lattice, and corresponding computation times are shown in Figure 6 (b). Not surprisingly, we see that the quality of the approximation and bounds are best for models with weak interactions. Next we evaluate the quality of the POMM approximation r ppxq given in (28), still on a 100ˆ100 lattice. To do this we consider an independent proposal Metropolis-Hastings algorithm where the MRF ppxq is the target distribution and r ppxq is used as proposal distribution. We use the acceptance rate in such an algorithm to measure the quality of the approximation. This can alternatively be formulated as computing αpp, r pq " ÿ xPΩ ÿ r xPΩ min tppxqr ppr xq, ppr xqr ppxqu ,
and in particular we see that αpp, r pq " 1 when ppxq and r ppxq are identical. It should be emphasised that we do not propose this Metropolis-Hastings algorithm as a way to sample from ppxq, we just use the acceptance rate of this algorithm to measure the quality of our approximation. It should be noted that in this evaluation test we do not need to compute the normalising constant of the conditional distributions in (28) for all values of the conditioning variables, so we apply the first (and best) POMM approximation variant discussed in the paragraph following (28).
To estimate the quantity we generate 1000 independent samples from ppxq and 1000 independent samples from r ppxq, compute the Metropolis-Hastings acceptance probability for each pair and use the average of these numbers as our estimate. For the Ising model we generate perfect samples from ppxq on a 100ˆ100 lattice by first sampling perfectly from the dual random cluster model by coupling from the past (Propp and Wilson, 1996) . For the higherorder MRF model we are not able to generate perfect samples in a reasonable computing time, so we instead run a long Gibbs sampling algorithm, and obtain (essentially) independent realisations by sub-sampling this chain. The results for the Ising and higher-order MRF models are given in Figure 8 . For θ " 0.4 and 0.6 in the Ising model we see that we get very good approximations even for quite small values of ν, For θ " 0.8 a large values for ν is needed to get high acceptance rate. For θ "´lnp ? 2´1q the acceptance rate ends at 30% for ν " 18, and remembering that this is for a block update of 100ˆ100 variables we think this is quite impressive. For the higher-order MRFs, the acceptance rate for Model 1 becomes very high for the higher values of ν, whereas the results for Model 2 resemble the results for θ "´lnp ? 2´1q in the Ising model.
Maximum likelihood calculation
In this section we demonstrate one possible application of our upper and lower bounds. Assume we have observed an image x which we suppose is a realisation from an MRF ppx|θq, where θ is a scalar parameter. The ppx|θq may for example be the Ising model. If we want to estimate θ the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) is a natural alternative. As discussed in the introduction the computation of the MLE is complicated by the intractable normalising constant of the MRF. Figure 9 illustrates how upper and lower bounds for the normalising constant can be used to identify an interval in which the MLE for θ must be located. To produce the curves in the figure we first simulated an x from the Ising model with parameter θ " 0.6, on an 100ˆ100 rectangular lattice. Assume we want to find the MLE of θ based on this x. We first computed upper and lower bounds for the log-likelihood function by replacing the intractable normalising constant with corresponding upper and lower bounds with ν " 2 for 11 values of θ on an equi-distant mesh from 0 to 2. The maximum log-likelihood value must clearly be higher than the maximum of the lower bound values. Assuming the log-likelihood function to be concave we can then identify an interval in which the MLE of θ must lie. Defining a new mesh of 11 θ values over this interval we repeated the process for ν " 4 and obtain an improved interval, see the upper middle plot in Figure 9 . We then repeated this process for ν " 6, 8, . . . , 18, and the final interval for the MLE shown in the lower right plot in Figure 9 was p0.6055, 0.6123q. It is important not to confuse this interval with confidence or credibility intervals, the interval computed here is just an interval which, with certainty, includes the MLE of θ. It should be noted that computations of the 2¨11 " 22 bounds for the normalising constants can be done in parallel, and for larger values of ν this is essential for the strategy to be practical. In corresponding simulation experiments with true θ values equal to 0.4, 0.8 and lnp ? 2´1q we obtained the final intervals p0.4113, 0.4115q, p0.7716, 0.8490q and p0.8234, 0.9250q, respectively. Our bounds are less tight for higher values of θ and naturally this gives longer intervals for the MLEs when the true θ value is larger.
Closing remarks
In this article we have shown how we can derive an approximate variable elimination algorithm by studying how to approximate the pseudo-Boolean energy function during the summation process. This approximation can then be used to work with statistical models such as MRFs. It allows us to produce approximations and bounds of the normalising constant and likelihood for models that would normally be too computationally heavy to work with directly. It also gives POMM approximations of MRFs that can be used as a surrogate for MRFs in more complicated model setups. We have demonstrated the accuracy of the ap-proximation and bounds through simple experiments with the Ising model and a higher-order interaction model. We round off now with some possible future extensions as well as some closing remarks.
The approximation we have defined was inspired by the work in Tjelmeland and Austad (2012) and there are many parallels between the two. There the energy function was represented as a binary polynomial and small interactions was dropped while running the forward-backward algorithm. This worked reasonably well, but one may worry that dropping many small interactions may produce an approximation no better than when dropping one large interaction. Moreover, for models with strong interactions the approximation in Tjelmeland and Austad (2012) would either include too many terms and thus explode in run-time, or if the cutoff level was set low enough to run the algorithm, exclude so many of the interactions that the approximation became uninteresting. In a sense the work in this report has been an effort to deal with these issues. We have a clearly defined approximation criterion and the construction of the algorithm allows for much more direct control over the run time. Also, by not just dropping small terms, but approximating the pseudo-Boolean function in such a way that we minimise the error sum of squares we manage to get better approximations of the models with stronger interactions.
In our setting the sample space of the pseudo-Boolean function has a probability measure on it, however in our discussion of approximating pseudo-Boolean functions we have considered each state in the sample space as equally important. Assuming we are interested in approximating the normalising constant, this is probably far from optimal and is reflected in our results. As we can see for the Ising model our approximation works better the smaller the interaction parameter θ. Our initial approximation attempts to spread the error of removing interactions as evenly as possible among the states. Ideally, we would like to have small errors in states with a corresponding high probability, and larger errors in states with low probability. To get this approximation we should replace the SSE in (4) with a weighted error sum of squares. This problem has also been studied in the literature, see for instance Ding et al. (2008 Ding et al. ( , 2010 . However, unlike the unweighted case an explicit solution is not readily available for a probability density like the MRF. The iterative method of removing interactions does not work here, nor can we group the equations like we do with the SOIR approximation.
Possible applications of the proposed approximation and bounds are many. In spatial statistics for example, MRFs are frequently used and if one wants to estimate the parameters of the MRF, or adopts a Bayesian formulation and put a prior on the parameter vector of the MRF, one must cope with the computationally intractable normalising constant. One solution is clearly to use the POMM approximation r ppx|θq as a surrogate for the MRF ppx|θq. Thereby one can find an approximation of the maximum likelihood estimate by numerically optimising r ppx|θq. Alternatively one can adopt a fully Bayesian approach and simulate from the resulting (approximate) posterior distribution by MCMC.
In our examples we consider MRFs defined on a lattice and assume the potential functions to be translational invariant. Our approximations and bounds are, however, also valid for MRFs defined on an arbitrary graph and applications of the approximation and bounds in such situations is something we want to explore in the future.
To prove the theorem it is thereby sufficient to show that, ÿ xPΩ tf pxq´f pxquf pxq´ÿ xPΩ tf pxq´f pxquf pxq " 0.
First recall that we from (5) know that, ÿ
Also, sinceS ĎS, ÿ
We study the first term, ř xPΩ tf pxq´fpxquf pxq, expand the expression forf pxq outside the parenthesis and change the order of summation, show that ř xPΩ tf pxq´f pxquf pxq " 0.
B Proof of Theorem 4
We study the error sum of squares, ÿ xPΩ ! f pxq´f pxq Together with r β Λ " 0 for Λ P T this is equivalent to (10) in the theorem. Inserting the values we have found for r β Λ in (35) we get ∆f Λ px i , x j q "ˆx i x j`1 4´1 2 x i´1 2 x j˙β Λ .
Inserting this into the above expression for f pxq´r f pxq, and using that we know r β Λ " 0 for Λ P T we get (11) given in the theorem.
